SIP Extensions for supporting Distributed Call State
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1. Abstract

This document describes an extension to the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) that enables proxies to distribute call state to user agents. The state information can be returned to the proxy when the user agent requests a change in the characteristics of the active call. By providing the ability to distribute state to the user agents where it can be securely stored, proxy servers can remain stateless for the duration of the call. This mechanism allows a proxy server to provide services that depend on call state, while still being stateless.

2. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [2].

3. Introduction

In the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [4] proxies play the role of routing engines and delivery platforms for services. Many types of services require these proxies to retain call state. That is, these proxies know how to correlate SIP messages in order to reconstruct the state of calls that exist in the user agents. Unfortunately, maintaining call state presents problems. First, it introduces scalability problems when there are many user agents being served by a single proxy. Second, it makes failover and load balancing more complex, since once state is established in one proxy, subsequent signaling must return to the same proxy in order for proper service execution.

To achieve scalability when handling signaling messages from a large number of calls, SIP proxies must minimize the per call information that they need to maintain. One method of achieving this is for the proxy to transfer the state associated with a call to entities where the state is relevant. In addition, the proxy should be able to retrieve and update the call state information if the characteristics of the active call are changed.
The extension proposed in this document allows proxies to encapsulate any state information they desire into a header, called a State header, that is delivered to the user agents for a call. This information is reflected back in subsequent messages. This effectively allows proxies to store call state in user agents - behaving as SIP stateful proxies while still being stateless.

In this draft, we propose the following extension to SIP to support the distribution of call state:

1) A new general State header field that can be used to distribute call state information by the proxy to the UA during call setup or mid-call. The state information can also be encrypted, and contain an integrity check value, to guarantee detection of tampering by an untrusted UA.

If the UA wishes to change call characteristics, it passes the saved state information (which may be proxy encrypted and integrity protected) in a SIP INVITE request to its proxy server. The proxy is then able to perform the requested action, just as if the proxy had maintained the call state information itself. By using this mechanism, the proxies can offer the full range of services, yet remain stateless during the call.

2) A new option tag "state" is defined. This is to be used in the Supported header [5] by the initiating UA in its request to inform its proxy server that it understands and supports the behavior required by the State header. The responses would also include the Supported header with the option tag "state". In addition, proxy servers that transfer State to the UAS MUST also include a Require and a Proxy-Require header field with the option tag "state" if the proxy requires support for the extension.

4. Protocol Overview

Outlined below is an overview of the usage of the State header for distributing call state.

Consider a basic SIP INVITE-200 OK-ACK transaction. The UAC initiating the call sends an INVITE request to its proxy with the called party information. If the UAC supports the State header, the Supported header with the option tag "state" MUST be included in the request. The originating proxy locates the SIP proxy associated with the called party (referred to here as the terminating proxy) and forwards the INVITE to it. After the terminating proxy processes the INVITE, it has the information about the call being set up. The terminating proxy can pass this state information to the terminating/called UA in the State header. The State header includes a host value to identify the proxy that inserted the state token(s) that follows. In addition, the proxy MAY insert a Require and a Proxy-Require header field with the value "state" if it wishes the call to only be established if the State extension can be supported.

If the UAS supports the State extension, the State header along with
the Supported header with an option tag of "state" is reflected back in the response. When the response to the INVITE (200 OK or the first non-100 1xx response) arrives at the originating proxy, the proxy has the complete call state information about the call being setup. When forwarding the response to the calling UA, the proxy includes this call state information in the State header.

The state information distribution described above between the proxy and the UA works for a network of proxies in the signaling path as well. If a proxy along the path wishes to distribute call state to the user agents, it adds a State header to the request (or the response). The State header includes a host value by which the proxy can identify itself followed by its state token(s) and any State header(s) inserted by other proxies.

The UAS that receives the State header(s) stores the headers and associates them with the call-leg.

The rules for when and how the stored state information is returned by the UA to the proxy are discussed in detail in the next section.

5. SIP Header Extension and Option Tag for Distributing Call State

If the State header is to be used to distribute state in a call, the UAC initiating the call MUST include the Supported header defined in [5] with the option tag "state" in the initial INVITE request.

UAS’s receiving the Supported header with the value "state" MUST include the Supported header with an option tag of "state" in responses if they are capable of processing the State header extension.

A proxy in the signaling path MUST insert a Require and a Proxy-Require header with an option tag of "state" if it inserts a State header in the request or response.

5.1 State Header Syntax

The State header contains any information a proxy would like returned to it in subsequent messaging from the UA’s for the same call leg. This might include information for support of mid-call features, billing information, etc. It is RECOMMENDED that this information be protected by an integrity check mechanism. This allows the proxy to reliably and securely store state information in the client that may be needed for subsequent feature invocation.

The following syntax specification uses the augmented Backus-Naur Form (BNF) as described in RFC-2234 [3].

State           = "State" ":" 1#(hostport ";" state-token
                      *(" ";" state-token))
state-token     = token ["=" (*token | quoted-string)]

The hostport field identifies the proxy that inserted the state
State headers may be nested. In this case, a proxy in the signaling path takes the State header(s) it received in the incoming signaling message (previous host; token form), possibly adds any state-tokens of its own, and generates a single new State header. The hostname in the nested State header identifies the proxy that performed the nesting.

Multiple State headers MAY be present in a request (or response). In addition, the syntax allows for a proxy to insert multiple tokens in the header.

The state token is a proxy-defined encoding of a structure containing multiple pieces of information needed by the proxy to perform various call features. The structure is returned from the UA to its proxy for call services that affect the current call.

The following defines the entry for the State header of Table 5 in RFC 2543.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>gc</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>ACK</th>
<th>BYE</th>
<th>CAN</th>
<th>INV</th>
<th>OPT</th>
<th>REG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

6 Detailed Protocol Semantics

The protocol semantics for a UAC, a UAS and the proxy are addressed in this section.

6.1 UAC behavior

The rules at the UAC for processing State headers are listed below:

1. A UAC supporting this extension MUST include a Supported header field with an option tag of "state" in the initial INVITE and all subsequent requests and responses.

2. The UAC MUST save the received State header(s) along with the From, To, Call-ID and tags associated with the To and From header fields for the duration of the call.

3. On a subsequent request, the UAC includes the State header(s) in the request if the From, To (including ones with From and To reversed), Call-ID and the tags on the From and To match those associated with the saved State header(s) and Request-URI matches the hostname of the saved State header(s). If Route header is present, the UAC also includes State headers that have hostname matching a component of the Route header.

4. Additional rules MAY be defined by other extensions that specify when a State header is to be included in a request. An example of this would be extensions that handle call transfers and other features that would specify State header processing at the UAC.
5. When a call leg ends, the UAC MAY delete all saved State headers associated with the call leg.

6.2 UAS behavior

The rules at the UAS for processing State headers are listed below:

1. A UAS that supports this extension MUST include a Supported header with the token value "state" in all responses.

2. The UAS MUST save the received State header(s) along with the From, To, Call-ID and tags associated with the To and From header fields for the duration of the call, or until a new request with the State is received.

3. In all non-100 responses to all requests, the UAS MUST include the State header(s) received in that request, and a Supported: "state" header.

6.3 Proxy Behavior

To support this extension, the Proxy MUST perform the following functions:

1. A State header that is received in a request or response, with a hostname other than the proxy’s, MUST be passed on.

2. A Proxy that hides Via headers in a request MUST nest all the State headers received in the request. Further, the proxy MUST restore these State headers when that nested State header is received in a request or response.

3. A proxy that hides Record-Route headers in a request MUST nest all the State headers received in that request. Further, the proxy MUST restore these State headers when that nested State header is received in a request or response.

4. Requirements on a proxy that hides Record-Route headers in a response, or that hides Route headers, MUST nest all the State headers received in that request. Further, the proxy MUST restore these State headers when that nested State header is received in a request or response.

In addition, a proxy MAY do the following to utilize the capability offered by this extension:

1. A State header received in a request or response with the hostname matching the proxy MAY be discarded.

2. A proxy MAY generate one or more State headers, and include it (or them) in any request or response. A proxy that generates State headers MUST insert a "Require: state" header, and a "Proxy-Require: state" header, in the request if not already present.
3. A proxy MAY nest all, or any subset, of the State headers received in a request or response. A proxy that nests State headers MUST restore these State headers when that nested State header is received in a request or response.

6.4 Example of use

The following example illustrates the distribution of state during call setup and issues associated with concatenation and encryption of State headers. UAC and UAS refer to the originating and terminating User Agent for the call. P1 is the proxy associated with UAC and P2 is the proxy associated with UAS. eP1(*) refers to the state token encrypted by P1.

UAC -> P1 -> P2 -> UAS

UAC->P1:       invite
                Supported: state

P1->P2:        invite
                State:P1;state=eP1("cached translation of UAS’s number")
                Supported: state
                Require: state

In this example, P2 formulates a single State header by combining the State header received from the previous proxy(ies).

P2->UAS:        invite
                State:P2;state=eP2("hunt group ID, billing ID,P1;state=eP1("cached translation of UAS’s number")")
                Supported: state
                Require: state

UAS saves the above state information received from its proxy P2 for the duration of the call.

UAS->P2:        response

P2->P1:         response
                State:P2;state=eP2("hunt group ID, billing ID,P1;state=eP1("cached translation of UAS’s number")")
                Supported: state

As P2 combined all State headers into one when sending the INVITE to the UAS, it is responsible for restoring the State headers as received in the INVITE before forwarding the response to P1 with its updated State header.
P1->UAC: response
state:P1;state=eP1{"billing ID, cached translation of UAS’s number, P2;state=eP2{"hunt group ID, billing ID"}"
Supported: state

UAC saves the state information received from P1 for the duration of the call.

When the call begins, state at UAC is:
State:P1;state=eP1{"billing ID, cached translation of UAS’s number", P2;state=eP2{"hunt group ID, billing ID"}"

State at UAS is:
State:P2;state=eP2{"hunt group ID, billing ID,P1;state=eP1{"cached translation of UAS’s number"}"

Note that the state information for the call at the UAC and UAS is different. Proxies therefore need to be aware of the direction from which they receive the State header. This may be information included in the state token or may be deduced from other headers in the message.

7 State Header and HTTP Cookie/Pcookie Comparison

The State header field discussed in this section differs from the HTTP1.1 Cookies as described in [6]. In a general sense, both transfer state between the server and the client. HTTP uses the Cookie for "state" management, or as a handle to pass session context change from server to client where the server is the other endpoint of the session. Cookies typically persist across sessions. On the other hand, the State header is used to transfer current call state from a proxy or intermediate network proxies to the UAC and the UAS. The state header can be considered to be a handle to request a change in the active/current session by the endpoint from its proxy. In addition, there are no attribute value pairs associated with the State header as there are in the Cookie mechanism.

8 Security Considerations

If the clients/endpoints are considered untrusted entities, the proxy must encrypt the State header and include an integrity check with the State header information. In addition, the proxy is responsible for verifying the contents and integrity of the State header returned by the client as discussed in this document.

9 Notice Regarding Intellectual Property Rights

The IETF has been notified of intellectual property rights claimed
in regard to some or all of the specification contained in this
document. For more information consult the online list of claimed
rights.
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